. We take the normal and fault images of the train as training data, and use topology ICA method to learn basic functions of images, thus we can obtained the independent components coefficient, and take them as neurons response. After that, we simulate synchronous oscillation mechanism for selecting the neurons that respond strong, and output its corresponding contents. Finally, we achieved image fault area location rapidly through automatic comparing.
II. THE TOPOLOGY BASIS FUNCTION LEARNING AND NEURONS RESPONSE SELECTING

A. The topology basis function learning
The main algorithm for features extracting of image is topology ICA. We chose the method proposed by Hyvarinen [10] to learn topology basic functions. The algorithm is motivated as follows:
Allows the components correlate in a small area of , and independent outside the area. The correlation of basic functions is definite by energy correlation. The optimum objective function is as follows:
Where is the nonlinear adjustment function, is the separate basic vectors, x (t) is the samples and T is the number of samples.
The i-th vector is updated as
where
B. The neurons response selecting
The synchronous oscillation mechanism which exists among neurons groups is another performance of visual system to adapt environment. We use pulse coupled neural network (PCNN) to simulate the synchronous oscillation mechanism [11] . When the internal activity is greater than dynamic threshold , we set the activated neurons to 1 and the others to 0. 2) Whiten the sampled image patches using PCA ; 3) Compute W using the formula Wx u = ; 4) use PCNN to filter the response coefficients, and find out the best neural response; 5) Output the contents expressed in the neuron; 6) Compare the contents expressed by the neurons from normal image and its corresponding fault image and locate fault area. CBIFD is high Hough transfo mation integrates mechanism fully; it is more effective for fault detection, and it can do fault detection to a large number of images with the basic functions samples which trained by small samples. Template matching method needs a large number of templates and the matching process caused a large amount of storage capacity and computing. It will lead to erroneous identification if the template deformation. Hough transform method can detect a straight line cracks, but it is difficult to find non-linear cracks location and the complexity of computational is high.
We can see from Fig.10 , the CBIFD method and ICA method can both obtain good detection result to crackle fault. This is because the two are both carry on the simulation to visual perception mechanism which is incomparable with traditional methods. However, the CBIFD method simulates the visual perception mechanism fully than the basic ICA method, thus, the detection result is better than the basic ICA method when regarding the small crackle fault and multi-crackle fault.
integrate model which simulates receptive fields integrate mechanism and in visual system can improv efficiently. Follow-up work is to study fault classification method for images with various types
